Sciophila rufa cocoons on Hoof Fungus, Foxley
Wood, November 2021 / Chris Durdin

Sciophila rufa 2020 distribution map, before
these 2021 Norfolk records / Peter Chandler

My various photos show that the cocoons can be above, to the side of or below
Hoof Fungi, sometimes touching, sometimes not, and on occasions a few
centimetres from the fungus. They are usually by paler, younger Fomes, or at
least Fomes showing recent growth, and are evidently comfortable close to the
ground. It’s also interesting to see how long the cocoons survive into the
autumn. At Mousehold Heath, I had the impression that the cocoon had survived autumn rain and wind by being protected by the natural overhang of a
Hoof Fungus.
I suggest that for anyone who has photos of Hoof Fungus, it could be worth
checking them and more records of S. rufa may well come to light.
In any event, as Peter Chandler observes of S. rufa: “It seems that it is now well
established in Norfolk.”
The next challenge is to return from May onwards and look for the larval webs,
larvae or orange-coloured adult fungus gnats.
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A few nice finds from Earlham Cemetery

Vanna Bartlett.

Earlham Cemetery, Norwich is my nearest green space and has served as my
local patch for a good number of years. During the warmer months my record‐
ing efforts centre around solitary bees while the winter is a focus for hibernating ladybirds. Visually searching gravestones for these attractive beetles
regularly results in some interesting new additions to the Cemetery inverteb‐
rate list of which these are a few of the highlights from 2021.
Lesser Thorn-tipped Longhorn Beetle Pogonocherus hispidus
One of the smaller Longhorn Beetles, this
species is common and widespread but easily
overlooked. They are well camouflaged at
rest, resembling a bird dropping but are actu‐
ally very attractive when examined closely. I
first found them in the Cemetery in February
2021 with two on a gravestone under Beech
trees. Searching the same area in November, I
found two beetles on the 18th and six on the
19th, including a mating pair. Up to three were
seen on various dates in December. It was
interesting to find them on exactly the same Lesser Thorn-tipped Longhorn Beetle tucked
into an incised letter on a gravestone.
gravestone as earlier in the year.
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